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Dear <<First Name>>, 
 
How are you? 
 
Welcome to Issue #327 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest.

 
Have you joined our Spooky2 Membership yet? 
 
You can now log in to spooky2-mall.com, earn your credit points, get your
birthday special gifts, and redeem for Spooky2 coupons and products. Read
this blog for more details, and become a Spooky2 member today to save big
every time when you purchase! 
 
Join Spooky2 Membership Now 
 
Love what we do at Spooky2-mall.com? Invite Your Friends & Earn Gifts！

 
Together for Good - Spooky2 Global Aid Foundation 
 
At Spooky2, we usually exceed customer expectations with our high-quality
products and global customer support. Over the span of several years, we have
achieved what many deemed impossible. 
 
From the beginning, our company mission was to eliminate needless suffering.
Now we are excited to announce that Spooky2 has formed its own charity
foundation – Spooky2 Global Aid Foundation! 
 
If there are non-profit organizations in your community that need help, don’t
hesitate to send us a message. We will donate to them after proper
investigation. Your action could also make a big difference!

 
 
Spooky2 Blog Articles 
 
How to Use Spooky2 Central for Toothache 
Toothache, also known as dental pain, is a pain in the teeth or the supporting
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structures that may impact your sleep quality, eating, and other daily activities.
It can be caused by many things, from a popcorn hull stuck in your gum to a
broken tooth or a bacterial infection. Click to find out how Spooky2 Central can
help relieve toothache. 
 
Understanding Rife Therapy 
Do you know how Rife started and who discovered this technology? The man
responsible was a scientist, Dr. Royal Raymond Rife. In 2013,
Spooky2 redesigned Dr. Royal Raymond Rife's machine from the ground up,
bringing affordable Rife machines to everyone. Click to read more on the
history of Rife technology and the theory behind it. 
 
Think Positive and Start Healing with Spooky2 Scalar 
People often go to the doctors when they experience discomfort and take
medications or therapies to relieve the symptoms. However, they rarely suspect
that the underlying cause occurs before the symptoms appear and hides within
one's mind. Click to find out how Scalar can help you think positively and enjoy
a more cheerful life. 

 
 
Rife Frequency Video 
 
Healing Frequency for Anemia - Spooky2 Rife Frequencies 
Anemia is the most common blood disorder. It occurs when the number of red
blood cells circulating in the body decreases. The main cause of anemia
includes blood loss, lack of red blood cell production, and high rates of red
blood cell destruction. This frequency video will help to relieve fatigue, chest
pain, and shortness of breath. Click to receive the healing frequencies now. 
 
 
SAMA - Video Replay 
 
Episode 165: Meditation – A Better Path to Healthy Inner Peace 
We are delighted to have Dr. Yole Raam as our guest expert in this week’s
episode. Dr. Yole Raam pioneered holistic, natural, healthy, sustainable living,
and meditation in Europe and USA since 1979. In this episode, Dr. Yole Raam
shared the benefits and working theory of meditation. If you did not get the
chance to watch the SAMA live, you may click to watch this replay now. 
 
 
Spooky2 Q&A 
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Do I need to switch to a boost, or may I run the TENS pads directly from the
GeneratorX for BFB results? 
Is Spooky2 Boost needed for a BFB scan? 
 
Can I use the same program on my dog and myself for the same issue? 
Different people can share the remote when running the same program? Does
this also work for people and animals? 
 
How to run programs in Healing preset? 
Click to get the step-by-step procedure! 
 
May I use PEMF anywhere on my dog's body, even near the heart? 
Is PEMF still safe when it is close to the heart? 
 
 
Spooky2 Discussions 
 
Spooky2 Rife for Life Facebook Group  
 
Notes of Spooky2 Programs 
How should you interpret the notes of programs in the Spooky2 software? This
post might be useful for you if you are a Spooky2 beginner. 
 
Back Pain Relieved 
One of our customers shared his success story of relieving back pain and
decreasing blood pressure using Spooky2 Terrain. Click to read more. 
 
Spooky2 Forum 
 
BFB scan readings 
What should you do with your BFB scan results? What is the reverse frequency
lookup? 
 
Is your biofeedback scan also taking too long to finish? 
Click to read the post and find out why it may happen. 
 
 
Best of health,

Echo 
 
Spooky2 Team 
Skype: clean.energy2013 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/spooky2 
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                  www.facebook.com/spooky2rife/ 
Web: www.spooky2-mall.com 
         www.spooky2.com 
         www.spooky2support.com 
         www.spooky2videos.com 
         www.spooky2reviews.com 
Tel: 00-86-25-57037030 
 
You are receiving this message because you are a valued spooky2-mall.com
customer. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.

Our mailing address is: 
Spooky2 Rife

Room 2003, G-5 Building, Himalaya business centre G
Ningnan Street, Yuhuatai District

Nanjing, JiangSu 211106
China

 
Add us to your address book
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